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    Solution Provided by NCR RealPartner SNCR California Improves

                  Speed and Accuracy at Point of Sale

ATLANTA & SACRAMENTO, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Dec. 12, 2007--PAQ Inc., a 15-store Northern California supermarket chain, has deployed a
point-of-sale (POS) software and hardware solution from NCR Corporation (NYSE:NCR). NCR RealPartner, SNCR California, is responsible for the
sale and installation as well as ongoing support of the solution.

The PAQ supermarkets, which operate under the Food 4 Less and Rancho San Miguel banners, are located in the California communities of Stockton,
Lodi, Manteca, Los Banos, Salinas, Ceres, Atascadero, San Luis Obispo and Paso Robles.

"A number of our locations include restaurants or fuel operations or both, and we were looking for a single POS solution that could manage all of these
activities," said PAQ Director of Strategic Alliances Dennis Cove. "SNCR recommend NCR Advanced Checkout Solution (ACS) software. We have
been very pleased - not only with the performance of the software but also with the quality of support from SNCR and NCR."

In addition to NCR ACS software, PAQ selected NCR RealPOS(TM) 80c POS terminals with the NCR DynaKey cashier interface, as well as NCR
thermal receipt printers and NCR RealScan(TM) bar-code scanners.

"The combination of NCR ACS with NCR DynaKey and NCR RealPOS terminals provides retailers with a truly significant improvement in checkout
productivity," said SNCR California President John Creamer. "PAQ's cashiers have been very complimentary of the new system, and shoppers have
also noticed the increased speed and accuracy at checkout."

About PAQ Inc.

Headquartered in Stockton, Calif., PAQ Inc. is a privately owned supermarket group with stores throughout Central California and Hawaii. In 1995,
PAQ purchased two Food 4 Less grocery stores in Stockton and one in Lodi, Calif. The company grew from these small stores into a multistore chain
by providing name-brand groceries at the best possible price. For more information, please visit www.food-4-less.com.

About SNCR California

SNCR California serves the store technology needs of independent grocery retailers throughout the state. Based in Sacramento, SNCR California has
gained the confidence and repeat business of its customers through a strong focus on education and improvement of each retailer's bottom-line
results. For more information, please visit www.sncrca.com.

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a global technology company leading how the world connects, interacts and transacts with business. NCR's
assisted- and self-service solutions and comprehensive support services address the needs of retail, financial, travel, healthcare, hospitality, gaming
and public sector organizations in more than 100 countries. NCR (www.ncr.com) is headquartered in Dayton, Ohio.

NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.
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